11 September .................................... ‘AIAS Project Recap Seminar – Progress, Challenges and Changes’
1.15-2.30pm                       Phillip Reick, Christian Damsgaard, and Stefan Bargheer, AIAS Fellows

18 September ..................................
‘Treasures of the Sea – Mitigating Climate Change in Diverse ways’
1.15-2.30pm                                   Natalia Prieto Vidal, AIAS Fellow, and Dorte Krause-Jensen, Associate Fellow

09 October .........................................
‘Transforming Decades of Research into Monograph Format – a Dual Talk’
1.15-2.30pm                        Iben Have and Maria Louw, AIAS Carlsberg Monograph Fellows

30 October ..........................................
‘Ekphrasis: Encounters between Literature and Visual Arts’
1.15-2.30pm                       Bridget Vincent, AIAS Fellow, and Edward Payne, Associate Fellow

06 November ..............................................
‘Ancient Mathematics: Mathematics Meets Classics – a Dual Talk’
1.15-2.30pm                    Alexandra-Iulia Otiman and Laura Nissin, AIAS Fellows

20 November ..............................................
‘Interneurons on Molecular and Neural levels – a Dual Cross-Disciplinary Talk’
1.15-2.30pm                                   Barbara Berger, AIAS Fellow, and Thomas Kim, AIAS-DANDRITE Fellow

04 December ..............................................
‘Democracy and Digital Citizenship’
1.15-2.30pm                    Theme-group presentation by the AIAS-SHAPE Fellows

11 December ..............................................
‘Inequality in Health’
1.15-2.30pm                    Theme-group presentation by the AIAS-SHAPE Fellows

Venue:
AIAS, Building 1630,
Room 301